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Sarah Bellim was a noted brain surgeon in Noggin, MA. In 1949 she married Denton Fender, an auto mechanic.

Collection is arranged into five series: Diaries (1939-1940), Surgery Case Books (1946-1959), Professional Correspondence (1943-1974), Family Correspondence (1952-1977), and Photographs.

The bulk of the collection documents Bellim’s medical career as a brain surgeon. The documentation of her family life includes correspondence with her husband and her wayward daughter Mia Kulpa, and approximately 200 family photographs.

Parent of Sarah Bellim Photographs
Gift of Q. Cumburr, 1991
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http://www.cjh.org/academic/findingaids/AJHS/nhprc/Lemkin2f.html
Accession Type box, which appears when a bib record is pushed to Acquisitions in the Archival GUI and the Add button is selected.
The Accession Form showing the first of the three tabs in the Archival GUI.

Accession Status drop-down -- Material Type drop-down
The Donor tab in the Archival GUI.
The Quantity & Price tab in the Archival GUI.
The Navigation Window in the Archival GUI, showing the accession information.
The Accession list, including modified button labels.
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